Les Celliers de Sion

The first Wine Park

In the heart of Valais
Tasting to suit you

Come to Les Celliers de Sion Monday to Sunday from 10:00 am to 8:00 pm to taste three or six wines from our Enomatic wine dispenser. The principle is simple: charge your tasting card and enjoy the wines available!

Includes a tasting card and 16 wines to choose from.

Price CHF 9.00 for approx. 3 ounces or CHF 15.00 for approx. 6 ounces – Unlimited duration, seven days a week

The art of wine tasting

Would you like to taste some Valais wines and hear our tips for a successful tasting experience? Choose our introduction to wine tasting, and try five Bonvin and Varone wines.

Includes one guide, five wines, and if you have enough time, a 15-minute film and/or a 5-minute film.

Price CHF 15.00 per person – Duration 45–60 minutes
Friday – Sunday at 11:00 am

Discovery tour

We show you all the secrets of Valais viti- and viniculture during our wine discovery tour. The experience ends with a tasting of five typical wines from the region.

Includes one guide, five wines, a 15-minute film and a 5-minute film.

Price CHF 19.00 per person – Duration 1h-1h30
Friday – Sunday at 2:00 pm

A sensory discovery

Learn to taste wine like you have never tasted it before. No prior knowledge is required – you just need your five senses and a desire to try new experiences!

Includes one guide, five wines and one film.

Price CHF 29.00 per person – Duration 1h30-2h
Friday – Sunday at 6:00 pm
**Outdoor visits**

**Journey walk**
Discover the Bonvin and Varone estates of the Clavaud vineyard and the bise (water course) running through it as you enjoy our wines and some regional dishes. Grab your shoes and off you go!

*Includes a 5-km walk along a signposted route, a three-course menu with choice of dishes at either Le Cube Varone or La Guérte Brülefer gatehouses, and six wines to taste.*

*Price* Adults CHF 69.00 — *Duration* min. 4 hours  
*Family price* CHF 120.00 for 2 adults + 2 children or 1 adult + 3 children  
*Thursday to Sunday* at 10:30 am, 11:30 am, 12:30 pm and 1:30 pm

**The vineyard by bike**
Do you like cycling and the good things in life? Then this is perfect for you! Explore the Valais vineyard on our electric bikes and enjoy a gastronomic stop en route to taste the fine produce the terroir has to offer.

*Includes electric bicycle, GPS mobile app and picnic of Valais produce + one 375 cl bottle to take with you or three-course meal + one 75 cl bottle*

*Price* Picnic CHF 79.00/person or meal CHF 109.00/person  
*Duration* min. 4 hours — *Picnic option* seven days a week — *Meal option* Thursday to Sunday at 10:00 am, 11:00 am and 12:00 pm

**On the trail of Dahu**
Puzzles, walking and wine tasting... That’s precisely the agenda that awaits you in our Escape Game! Set off in search of the legendary Alpine animal Dahu for a day out like no other.

*Includes two escape rooms and many other puzzles to solve, three wines for tasting and 5 km of walking.*

*Price* 2-3 people: CHF 55.00/person; 4-5 people: CHF 50.00/person; 6-7 people: CHF 45.00/person; 8 people: CHF 40.00/person  
*Duration* 4h30  
*Friday – Sunday* from 10:00 am to 3:00 pm

**The Gatehouse tour**
Would you like to explore one of the most breathtakingly steep vineyards in Valais? Choose the Gatehouse Tour and spend a day discovering the Bonvin and Varone estates, their wines and regional dishes.

*Includes 6 km of walking, one guide, nine wines, four dishes, and many stories about wine in Valais!*

*Price* (min. 10 people) CHF 115.00/person (transport included) or CHF 105.00/person (excluding transport) — *Duration* 5h30  
*Available seven days a week* (bookings only)
Les Celliers de Sion

Les Celliers de Sion represents the joining together of two sets of knowledge and traditions. It is the story of a friendship between two families and a partnership created with respect for the individual identities of the Maison Bonvin 1858 Les Domaines and Philippe Varone Vins.

Les Celliers de Sion established their Wine Park in 2017; the following year, it won the Swiss Wine Tourism Award and the Global Winner Swiss Award in Adelaide, Australia. In 2019, we also won the Best of Wine Tourism People’s Choice Award from the Great Wine Capitals global network. The voters gave their seal of approval to our Wine Park, preferring us to applicants from Bordeaux, Bilbao, Verona, Porto, Adelaide, Mainz, Mendoza and Napa Valley, San Francisco!

We are delighted to welcome you to our Wine Park. Here, we show you the treasures of Valais by introducing you to historic product ranges from estates which helped create the viti- and vinicultural heritage of this region: the Maison Bonvin founded in 1858, and the Maison Varone some years later, in 1900.

Welcome to the first Wine Park in the heart of Valais!
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